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Abstract

Austric, the superstock which would aggroup the Austroasiatic and Austro–Tai languages of South East Asia, has been controversial since Wilhelm Schmidt first proposed it in 1906. In one of its more influential critiques, Paul K. Benedict advised in 1973 that the hypothesized grouping be abandoned due to absence of significant agreement in the core vocabulary. Since 1983, however, the writer has determined that such agreement does exist and in quantity commensurate to that asserted by Benedict to occur amongst the primary subgroups of his Austro–Tai stock.

In this paper, the first in a short series purporting to present the writer’s new evidence for Austric, the crucially probatory problems for the proposed genetic relationship are discussed, some new aspects of Austroasiatic linguistic history are briefly introduced, and some of the lexical, phonological, and morphological evidence supporting the Austric hypothesis is presented.

On the basis of this discussion and presentation, it is found that Austroasiatic and Austro–Tai do share partial correspondence indicative of common origin, including agreement in the core vocabulary. Consequently, it is also concluded that these language stocks are genetically related and Schmidt’s Austric hypothesis can at last be acknowledged as a valid concept for areal language classification.

1. Introduction.¹

1.1 Purpose and Objectives

This paper serves as the introduction to a serial study, “On the Track of Austric,” the general purpose of which is presentation of new lexical evidence supporting the verification of the Austric hypothesis. The primary objective of this paper is to

¹ The bulk of the AA lexical data used in this study was collected in the field by members of the former Vietnam Branch of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, often under arduous and hazardous conditions. I would like to express my thanks and appreciation to them, as well as the other linguists and staff of this organization who have made that data available to armchair researchers such as I, for without their efforts, none of this would be possible.
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introduce the reader to the hypothesis, briefly review past efforts to verify it, and discuss the probatory problems which must be overcome in any attempt to verify it.

The secondary objective of this paper is to make a contribution to setting the stage for reconstruction of the Austroasiatic (AA) and Austric proto–languages. This purpose will be served by introducing some important new aspects of AA linguistic history and presenting the proposed phonological and morphological systems of those proto–languages.

1.2 The Austric Hypothesis

In 1906, Wilhelm Schmidt established AA as a superfamily composed of the Munda, Khasi, Nicobar, and Mon–Khmer families. The some 140 languages of this stock are located in eastern India, the Nicobar Islands, and throughout the Indochina peninsula. At the same time, he proposed the existence of an Austric superstock comprising AA and Austronesian (AN). The some 700 languages of the latter superfamily, known as Malayo–Polynesian until Schmidt renamed it in 1899, are found in a vast geographic area in insular South East Asia and most of Austronesia, with outliers on Madagascar, Malaysia, Vietnam, Hai Nan, and Taiwan. In support of his Austric grouping, Schmidt cited 215 lexical comparisons between AA and AN and highlighted certain congruences in their sound systems, methods of word formation, and grammatical structure.

Over the ensuing 86 years, Schmidt’s far–reaching proposal has been periodically argued back and forth with largely inconclusive results. No one has been able thus far to adduce really convincing evidence that the Austric superstock does or does not exist. Only five of the more recent discussions of the hypothesis will be mentioned here.

In 1975, Saveros Pou and Philip N. Jenner sought to reopen the debate by focussing attention on a possible cognate relationship between MK and AN. They presented a variety of correspondences and listed 65 possible cognates, but felt it premature to voice any conclusions about the indications of their findings, the primary reason being an admitted lack of sufficient data permitting establishment of reliable sound correspondences.

Also in 1975, the results of Paul K. Benedict’s examination of the Austric question were published as Appendix II, “Austro–Thai and Austroasiatic”, to his book, Austro–Thai: Language and Culture, with a Glossary of Roots. Benedict demonstrated that AN and two language families of mainland South East Asia,  

---

2 Schmidt initially included Chamic, an AN subgroup in Vietnam.
3 Cf. Parkin 1991 for a recent listing of the AA languages.
4 Other abbreviations used in this paper are AJ (Austro–Japanese), AK (Austro–Kadai), D (Dempwolff), EAA (Eastern AA), FO (Formosan), L (Lopez), MK (Mon–Khmer), MUK (Muong Khen), PAA (Proto–AA), PAT (Proto–AT), PM (Proto–Mon), PMK (Proto–MK), PMN (Proto–Mong), PMY (Proto–Miao–Yao), POC (Proto–Oceanic), PS (Proto–Sema), PW (Proto–Waic), VN (Vietnamese).
5 The appendix is a revised version of a paper which was presented at the First International Conference on AA Linguistics held at Honolulu, Hawaii, in January 1973 and published with other communications to the conference in Austroasiatic Studies in 1976.
Kadai and Miao–Yao, are genetically related and constitute the AT stock (he has since added Japanese–Ryukyuan, cf. Sec. 2.2.1). As a consequence, Austric—if it exists—would have to comprise AA and AT.

In his approach to the Austric problem, Benedict (1975:464f.) attempted to answer this basic question:

In addition to the congruency in over–all configuration, which might be ascribed to areal factors, do Austro–Thai and Austroasiatic share a common corpus of roots from the core vocabulary, sufficient to justify a conclusion that these two super stocks are genetically related, or are the lexical agreements that exist of a lesser order, to be explained in terms of borrowing/substratum or the like?

The answer he found was that such a corpus does not exist and that such lexical agreements as do occur are to be explained by a relationship in which an unrelated AA linguistic stratum had been superimposed on an AT substratum. Benedict recommended in conclusion that the Austric hypothesis be abandoned.

In 1976, H.L. Shorto defended the Austric hypothesis, citing 52 of some 200 AA/AN lexical comparisons collected, and noting that three fifths of this total correlate to Benedict’s AT reconstructions.6 He admonished Benedict for under–valuing the hypothesis’ strength and understating the extent of the AA/AN core vocabulary agreement, but hesitated to reproach him due to the slow progress of AA historico–comparative studies and general inaccessibility of the AA lexical data. Shorto concluded that he could not accept Benedict’s inference that AA and AN, the AT group most likely to have provided the proposed substratum, are genetically unrelated or follow him in discarding the Austric hypothesis.

In 1977, Gérard Diffloth also took issue with many of Benedict’s conclusions about the AA/AT relationship. He rejected certain proto–phonemes set up by Benedict for AA and one of its families, proposed others in their stead, and showed that the typological differences between PAT and EAA, which the AT substratum would most likely have influenced due to geographic reasons, are much greater than Benedict had claimed. He argued that if his proposals are correct, then the evidence would actually contradict the hypothesis that a substratumized AT group had ever existed, and the question of an AA/AT genetic relationship would remain completely open. Diffloth also asserted that the possibility of a direct, but very ancient historical grouping cannot be dismissed until our knowledge of AA has been greatly expanded.

More recently (1989), Diffloth has again raised the question of the placement of AA and expressed annoyance at Benedict’s dismissal of the Austric hypothesis without any precise appraisal of Schmidt’s 215 potential cognates, noting that Pou, Jenner, and Shorto had introduced in the above referenced articles dozens of new possible cognates. He commented that while Benedict seemed to be looking for a case where the majority of the “basic” words had not been replaced or semantically

---

6 I would like to thank Helen Cordell of the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, for providing me in February 1990 a copy of Shorto’s paper. Benedict’s response to this paper has not been available to me.
altered, those words are subject to change and replacement in many sociolinguistic situations and cultural contexts. Diffloth also concluded that "Benedict may detest it, but the Austric hypothesis is still very much alive."

In essence, these discussions with their diametrically opposed conclusions represented little more than another inconclusive round in a debate that has now lasted nearly nine decades. But the general impression they made was discouragingly pessimistic. The very few correspondences discerned by Benedict in the core vocabulary increased immensely the gravity of his doubts about the reality of Austric. And while Shorto's and Diffloth's findings did much to counterbalance Benedict's skepticism, their assessment that a genetic linkage is still possible also presaged a continuing wait of many years, if not decades, before the Austric question could be finally and conclusively settled.

1.3 New Evidence for Austric: A Serendipitous Discovery

After reading the papers of Pou and Jenner, Benedict, and Diffloth in 1977 and 1978, I for one was not encouraged to delve further into the matter or even acquire Benedict's book. However, when I finally bought this volume in 1983 to familiarize myself with the AT stock, I was pleasantly astonished to perceive in it a totally unexpected abundance of lexical matchings between Benedict's AT reconstructions and AA etyma in the Vietnamese etymological files I had been compiling off and on since 1975. Within a few days, I had some 200 sets of possible cognates jotted down, and it was rapidly becoming clear that Benedict had missed something in his evaluation of the Austric hypothesis. Even more amazing was the burgeoning impression that his AT reconstructions might embody not only the means to uncovering the missing lexical proof of the Austric superstock's existence, but might also provide the heuristic key needed to unlock the enigmatic past of AA itself.

What began then as a serendipitous discovery has since become a nine-year long, off--and--on again trek on the track of Austric, which thus far can be divided into three phases. During the first, progress was extremely slow, but with the aid of Benedict's AT reconstructions and a variety of heuristic techniques, small break throughs were repeatedly made, with the result that my comparative lexicon increased to some 400 sets of possible AA/AT cognates. A study using them all was written in late 1983, but never finalized because other events led me in an opposite direction.7

The second phase began in late 1988 when the first draft of this paper was begun.8 During its preparation, the general outline of the PAA and Proto-Austric

7 It is unlikely that I would have continued this research, had not a bizarre twist of fate turned me back to it. After going into business in early 1984, time for my linguistic interests had waned to nothing long before person(s) unknown placed plastic explosive underneath our business van on March 9, 1987. My survival of this incident, which left me partially disabled, was so close to being a miracle as to make me wonder for what purpose my life had been spared. Thus far, I have found none better than this research, and its resumption and continuation have helped me survive and overcome a most difficult time.

8 This paper was completed in March 1990, revised in May 1991, and completely rewritten in August 1992. My thanks to the Mon-Khmer Studies editorial staff and especially David Thomas
phonological and morphological systems was worked out, many new details of the AA diachronic evolution were discovered, and the crogate count rose to 640, a little more than Benedict's 1975 total supporting the AT hypothesis.

Until 1990, my comparison was focussed only on the AT data in Benedict 1975. The third phase began with acquisition of new AN material (primarily Wurm and Wilson 1983, but also Blust 1970, 1980, 1983–4), and again I was astonished, for there was such an abundance of comparable data to be seen that it seemed as if no one, including myself, had ever really looked before at the lexical correspondence existing between AA and AN. Since then, I have stopped counting, but the new lexical evidence for Austric probably now amounts to some 1,000–plus crogate sets, including 100 for anatomical terms, 140 for fauna names, etc., with much of the new AN material yet to be fully explored.

2. Probatory Problems for the Austric Hypothesis

2.1 Problems Galore: Which Is Central?

2.1.1 General

The cursory review of previous attempts to verify the Austric hypothesis presented in Sec. 1.2 makes clear that they were unsuccessful because one general problem, finding really convincing evidence, could not be overcome. In the proposed Austric grouping, where the time depth is several millenia and a multi-stage hierarchy of subgroupings colligates some 870 languages, one could expect to encounter an enormous number of diverse comparative problems. It is not necessary, of course, that all be solved before the Austric hypothesis can be affirmed. But if this study is to succeed where the others failed, it is essential that the problems which are crucially probatory for the existence of Austric be precisely identified and insofar as possible systematically solved.

2.1.2 Specific

2.1.2.1 Theoretical

All languages change over time, and two general types of language change can be distinguished. Internal change occurs whenever a language which has not been introduced from somewhere else spontaneously replaces another in an area and/or community, while external change occurs when the replacement is made by a language imported from outside the area and/or community (Katičić 1970: 37, 63). The languages thus linked by internal change can be regarded as different forms of one changing language; hence, they evidence linguistic descent, and languages connected in any way by descent are said to be genetically related. According to Radoslav Katičić, the only effect of internal change which is positively identifiable is regular sound change, and he calls it the token by which the genetic relatedness of languages can be recognized.

for their patience with me as I wrestled with the problems of how to present an appropriate introduction to an enormously complex and difficult subject.
Therefore, in order to verify the Austric hypothesis, a genetic relationship must be shown to exist between AA and AT. Katičić (1970: 26) generally defines this type of linguistic relationship as partial correspondence due to common origin. Raimo Anttila (1972:319) identifies the general types of correspondence that constitute proof of such relationship as (1) multiple agreement in the basic (core) vocabulary with sound correspondence and (2) considerable and frequent agreement in sound correspondence and grammatical formants.

However, Katičić (1970: 68, 76, 84, 91) shows that only a specific type of linguistic correspondence is characteristic for genetic relationship, and it is the type which appears as the effect of regular sound change. He describes three kinds of such genetic correspondence: (1) phonological: Recurrent correspondence of phonemes as to their position in phonemic strings expressing morphemes with correspondent semantic contents; (2) morphological: Phonemic correspondence of any part of phonemic strings expressing word forms but only of such parts having the same position with respect to the other parts of the words compared; and (3) syntactic: Correspondences of sentences, clauses, or syntagms with phonemically correspondent strings serving as the expression of at least a part of those morphemes which mark syntactic relations.

The genetic phonological correspondences of related languages encode allophones of their parent language (cf. Katičić 1970: 77ff, 106ff.). If the complementary distribution of those correspondences can be determined, these allophones can be classified, either singly or as groups of partially like phones,9 into phonological units (proto–phonemes) which in turn form phonemic strings expressing morphological, syntactic, and lexical units (proto–forms). The inventories and distribution of these units constitute a historical diasytem which can be interpreted as a description of the proto–language encoded in the correspondences of its descendants. Katičić further defines genetic relationship as the possibility of constructing such a diasytem for a given set of languages. If it is possible to construct one, the languages are genetically related; if not, their genetic relationship cannot be proven.

2.1.2.2 Methodological

The central procedure used to produce evidence of a genetic linguistic relationship is the comparative method. This method has as its principal objectives comparison of the potentially correspondent phonemic strings of two or more languages to determine if genetic phonological correspondence exists between them, to construct the diasytem (proto–language) coded into any such correspondence found, and to explain this correspondence as the result of regular sound change operating on supposed morphs of the proto–language thus established.

In language groups where not all related languages have a common direct ancestor, the method is subsequently applied to a proto–language as developed

---

9 Cf. Hoenigswald 1950: 358: Partially like sets (of sound correspondences) occurring in mutually exclusive environments are taken to be continuations of one and the same phoneme of the protolanguage.
above and its next closest related (proto-) language(s), to reconstruct the next higher level proto-language, and so on. In the case of Austric, since the parent language of the AA languages has not been reconstructed and many gaps exist in the data (see discussion on teleoreconstruction in Sec. 2.3.3 and comments in 3.1), the method must be applied to any sets of potentially correspondent lexical forms found to exist between PAT and any of the modern AA languages.

Linguistic change, whether of the internal or external variety, tends to replace diachronically all elements of a language; hence, its descendant languages consist of sets of elements which are inherited and for that reason correspond partially and those which are not inherited and may or may not correspond. In producing evidence of a genetic relationship, the comparative method would be most effective if the compared elements were all inherited and most of the correspondences were genetic as defined in Sec. 2.1.2.1. Such an ideal situation occurs rarely, if ever, for the structure and lexicon of languages are always affected to some degree by external and irregular internal change. In theory, these effects should be identified and the irregular correspondences and externally replaced elements should be separated from the regular correspondences and inherited elements before comparison is begun. In practice, this is very difficult to accomplish, and Katičić (1970: 122) argues that the language as a whole must be classified before we can know what is inherited and what borrowed. Since few, if any, of the AA and AT languages can be regarded as wholly classified and the lexicon of a great many is barely or not at all known, the comparatist should initially exercise great care in deciding what is borrowed in these languages.10

2.1.2.3 Crucial

The above description of the specific theoretical and methodological problems suggests that there are only two crucially probatory problems for the Austric hypothesis, to determine 1) whether partial correspondence due to common origin exists between AA and AT and 2) whether evidence of such correspondence can be produced through application of the comparative method.

2.1.3 Central

On a practical level, the two crucially probatory problems can be viewed as the two sides of a single comparative coin because in each case the solution process must begin with discovery of potentially correspondent lexical forms. Consequently, one might infer a priori that determining whether such lexical correspondence exists is the most basic practical problem for any comparative study. As indicated in Sec. 1.2, this question has, in fact, posed the greatest difficulty for all previous Austric studies; therefore, the central problem in investigating the validity of the Austric hypothesis is discovering such lexical evidence.

---

10 As opposed to past practice which has seen many facile conclusions about which language is the loaner and which the borrower. AA and AT have undoubtedly exchanged much linguistic material, but a solid basis on which to decide which borrowed what from which, particularly at the more remote time levels involved in this relationship, remains to be established.
In summation, the Austric hypothesis can be regarded as affirmed when and if lexical correspondences can be accumulated in sufficient number to demonstrate through application of the comparative method that genetic phonological correspondence exists between AA and AT in sufficient quantity to construct a historical diasytem interpretable as the Austric proto–language. The reader should note, however, that since the term “sufficient” cannot be precisely quantified by any theoretical or methodological means, any decision as to whether or not that affirmation has been adequately accomplished must be perforce a subjective one.

2.2 The Lexical Evidence Problem

2.2.1 Does an Austric Comparative Lexicon Exist?

The lexical evidence published heretofore in support of the Austric hypothesis comprises perhaps 350 sets of possible lexical correspondences, cf. Schmidt 1906 (215 sets), Pou and Jenner 1975 (65), Shorto 1976a (52), and smaller collections in Kuiper 1948, Pinnow 1959, Shorto 1961, and Benedict 1975, virtually all comparisons between AA and AN. This published evidence has posed a sort of dilemma for comparatists because—all previous conclusions notwithstanding—the Austric hypothesis really cannot be affirmed or refuted by it.

As Shorto also comments, one might suppose this quantity of data sufficient to establish genetic relationship, but closer examination reveals some significant difficulties. Core vocabulary agreements are conspicuously rare, very few sets meet the semantic identity criterion for rigorous correspondence, and there is a disproportionate amount of semantically specialized, non–basic vocabulary of a type often subject to being borrowed. This “probative” data also clashes qualitatively with the probative grammatical congruences signaled by Schmidt as existing between AA and AN. These shortcomings raise serious doubt that an Austric comparative lexicon really exists.

The generally poor quality of the published lexical evidence could be interpreted as proof of a non–genetic relationship, as Benedict did in proposing an AA/AT– substratum consortium, or an extremely ancient historical grouping, as suggested by Diffloth. In an evaluation of the AT hypothesis, Lawrence A. Reid (1988: 23) observes that:

Proving a genetic relationship is a matter of degree. Usually required are sets of sound correspondences supported by convincingly large bodies of lexical forms. The more recent the linguistic split, the easier it is to prove genetic relationship. Conversely, the more remote the split, the less likely it is that such evidence can be produced.

In this light, one might suspect that no such convincingly large body of lexical forms exists for Austric due to the remoteness of its split into AA and AT.

Shorto and Diffloth both infer a considerable time depth for that split, but at present a more precise assessment can be made only on glottochronological grounds, and indirectly at that. In his new book, Japanese/Austro–Tai, Benedict adds the Japanese–Ryukyuan family to AT, placing it with AN in a new AJ
component, and estimates (1990:156) that the Japanese–Ryukyuan and PAN–speaking peoples split off from the PAT–speaking "core" at 5,000 B.C., "give or take a millenium or so." Although exactly how he came to that date is not revealed, Benedict references the work of Robert A. Blust, according to whom PAN was presumably spoken around 5,000 B.C. (1980:13) and likely split into Formosan and Malayo–Polynesian circa 4,500 B.C. (1988:54). Since the division of AK into AJ and Kadai is antedated in the new AT classification scheme by the split of AT into AK and Miao–Yao, the appearance of AT itself would have to be set back well before 5,000 B.C.—let us say, for argument's sake, at 6,500 B.C., plus or minus whatever.

On the other side of the Austroc house, glottochronological computations based on the cognate percentages determined by Franklin E. Huffman (1978: 8) to exist between certain AA subgroups indicate that PAA had begun to disintegrate into the dialects which would become the modern AA subfamilies by circa 2,000 B.C., give or take 500 years.11

Now, the enormous gap between that date and the tentative dating of PAT at circa 6,500 B.C. (or even of PAN at 5,000 B.C.) raises some formidable questions about this entire chronology and our present assumptions about Austroc and AT. Three possibilities come easily to mind: 1) AA and AT are not genetically related, the least likely explanation as this study will show; 2) the renowned frailties of glottochronology are at fault; hence, the AT dates may need deflation or perhaps the AA date is ultra–conservative; and 3) the current classification scheme is in some manner erroneous; hence, Austroc (AAplus ?) or AA alone could belong somewhere in the AT family tree, a thought to gladden Benedict's heart, or Austroc could consist of a smaller AT and an other subgroup comprising AA and one or more of the other language families currently assigned to AT. Plausibly, both 2) and 3) apply.

At the present stage of investigation, the emerging AA proto–language is typologically very close to PAN, a classificatory statement which cannot be applied to any other AT subgroup. But the PAA phonological system stands closer to that of PAT and cannot be derived from the PAN phonological system, or vice versa. The PAA morphological system stands apart from that of either PAT or PAN, and the best explanation of their differences currently appears to be that the PAA and PAT systems evolved out of an older common morphological system. On this slim evidence, it will be assumed for the purposes of this study that Austroc was indeed the parent language, PAA and PAT its two direct descendants.

It is probably also safe to assume that the interval since the separation of AA and AT amounts to 4,500 years at the minimum, 8,500 as a possible maximum. Although controversial, the glottochronological method tells us that after a 4,500–year separation, one could expect to find 150 cognate sets per 1,000 words of original vocabulary, but only 28 after 8,500 years. These ratios could vary considerably if the actual vocabulary attrition rates in either stock were significantly higher or lower than the 19% per millenium average used in the above calculations.

11 Geoffrey Benjamin (1976: 83) estimates that Proto–Aslian had broken completely away from the other AA languages by before 5,970 Before Present. However, he uses a 14% vocabulary attrition rate instead of the 19% rate used in my computations. Using the latter rate, his date would be 4,270 B.P. or about 2,280 B.C. and within the range cited in the text.
The total number of sets retained is less easily estimated due to such unknowns as the total amount of original vocabulary, but could well be higher than generally presupposed. In this regard, it is noted that the Austroasiatics now count their PAN reconstructions in the thousands, cf. Blust 1980: 6.\textsuperscript{12}

In summation, one may draw three tentative conclusions on the basis of the preceding analysis. First, the time depth is not great enough for the lexical elements common to the earliest stage to have been reduced to a negligible quantity; therefore, an Austrian comparative lexicon does exist if AA and AT are genetically related. Second, the total number of lexical correspondences in that lexicon is indeterminate, but could be larger than generally thought. For example, if the original Austrian lexicon contained only 5,000 items, perhaps a low figure in view of the AN findings, the extant comparative lexicon could comprise 140 to 750 cognate sets, depending on the actual time depth and attrition rates, generally more than Schmidt’s 215 sets. Third, these cognates should denote mostly basic vocabulary, and the probative lexical evidence recovered, even if meager, would consequently be quite convincing.

2.2.2 Discovering the Discovery Problem

In 1983, the easy discovery of some 200 sets of possible AA/AT cognates initially promised quick resolution of the lexical evidence problem, but my search soon ran into the same invisible but nevertheless impenetrable wall that previous searchers had apparently encountered. At the same time, two observations suggested that additional lexical evidence might be discoverable. First, a huge number of “possibles,” such as AT *qa\[a\]lu\[b\](\[u\]) and Santali b\[\omega\] ‘head’, evinced a certain vague aura of comparability, but had to be rejected as non–corresponding due to various phonetic and/or semantic irregularities. Second, it appeared that in a large number of cases AA might have undergone all of the more exotic transformations Benedict had discerned in AT, i.e. stress shift, stem splitting, cluster mutation, and vowel transfer, and these might account for many of the unexplainable irregularities. These observations also suggested that maybe the heuristic difficulties were not the result of looking for what is not there (non–existent cognates destroyed by diachronic change), but of not seeing what is there (cryptocognates disguised by such change).

The suspicion that I was looking at an Austrian lexical forest but not seeing its cognate trees was slowly substantiated as some of the cryptocognates were tentatively deciphered. In the dubious ‘head’ set, for example, it was seen that AA and AT probably manifest formal correspondence and similar development, i.e. a common root, *qa\[o\]b\[u\], had been infixed in AT to yield *qa\[a\]lu\[b\](\[u\]), whence AN *qalu\[h\] by vocalic assimilation and canonical reduction, but had evolved in AA to Santali b\[\omega\], either by metathesis or reduction of a reduplicate. The additional lexical evidence accumulated in this fashion was not large at first, but it clearly indicated that AA and AT might be linked by lexical correspondence and parallelism in historical development of a magnitude not previously detected or

\textsuperscript{12} Laurent Sagart (1990: 3) points out that the large number of AN reconstructions may be misleading because different items commonly share the same “root”. The morphological analysis presented in this paper (Sec. 3.4 and 4.3) also suggests that many of the numerous AN protoforms are allomorphs (derivatives) of a much smaller number of lexical morphs (stems).
suspected, and this linkage might be concealed by phonological and semantic divergence of such nature that strict application of the comparative method could not penetrate the obscuration to reveal the true character of the AA/AT relationship.

The above-described impressions were not easy to accept at first because they clashed sharply with many of the traditional views on the nature of the AA/AT relationship and the early structure and diachronic evolution of AA. But they also implied two important conclusions which could not be ignored for long. First, the lexical evidence problem is not a theoretical issue resulting from absence of genetic correspondence between AA and AT, but a methodological matter confirming the existence of a problem in the discovery of such evidence. Second, probative lexical evidence must exist in larger quantity than heretofore found, and it should be discoverable if more appropriate and efficient comparative procedures could be developed.

2.2.3 The Search for a Solution

In the process of coming to those conclusions, it slowly became clear that before a formal comparison of AA and AT (or indeed of the AA languages themselves) could be begun, one must learn first how to compare them. The immediate task was, however, to assemble a quantity of comparable lexical sets which hopefully would be sufficient to permit that learning process to take place.

Between 1983 and 1990, a variety of heuristic techniques were developed and tested, and each served to add additional sets of potentially correspondent lexical forms to the Austric comparative lexicon and to reveal additional details about the manner in which AA and AT correspond. The most successful of these techniques was based on a “rule” proposed by Benedict in 1939: “One must use dubious semantic comparisons to establish phonetic equivalences, and vice versa” (Shafer 1966:10).13 It helped add several hundred sets to the lexicon.

This rule seems to sanction relaxation of the theoretical and methodological requirements given in Sec. 2.1.2, and Benedict (among others) has cautioned that its misusage could lead to disastrous results. In practice, the relaxation should be only temporary and exploratory. The AA/AT comparative lexicon is characterized by phonological and semantic equivalences which initially appear to be irregular and sporadic, but can often be shown to be regular and recurrent upon further study. Benedict’s rule at least keeps them under scrutiny long enough to determine if corroborative examples can be found or if the conditioning factors can be identified. In the case of semantic correspondence, Katičić and others have admitted that it is only a probabilistic concept; its presence adds credibility to the probative evidence of phonological correspondence, but its absence need not totally invalidate that evidence. As it happens, semantic divergence is a typological trait of the AA/AT genetic relationship.

Since 1990, the quantity of potentially correspondent lexical sets which can be set up between AA and AN has made the explorative approach described above largely irrelevant and raised the possibility that a conventional application of the

comparative method can be undertaken for AA and AT, whenever the internal reconstruction of AA can be accomplished (cf. Sec. 3.1).

In summation, the cause of the Austric lexical evidence problem has never been an absence of comparable data, but a lack of insight to the historical dynamics of AA and their role in concealing lexical and sound correspondence (cf. Sec. 3.2). Thanks to Benedict, whose AT reconstruction has so often served as a guiding light, the insight necessary to discovery of the needed probative lexical evidence can now be developed, and it appears that the discoverable evidence will be more than sufficient to demonstrate the partial correspondence between AA and AT required to verify the Austric hypothesis.

2.3. The Megalocontroversy

2.3.1. The Theory of Large–Scale Comparisons

In a recent disquisition on very large–scale linguistic comparisons, James A. Matisoff discusses the megalocomparisons performed by Joseph H. Greenberg on Amerindian and Benedict on AT, critically appraises their megalocomparative methodology, and mentions making in earlier papers a distinction between three sorts of linguistic comparison (and observing that "different species of maniacs" are attracted to each sort). In a footnote (1990: 108), Matisoff defines this theory of large–scale linguistic comparison as follows:

Very roughly speaking, MICROCOMPARISON can be practiced on close–knit families like Romance, Loloish, or Tai, with a time depth of not more than about 2000 years. MACROCOMPARISON is appropriate for farflung but demonstrably valid groupings like Indo–European or Sino–Tibetan, with time–depths of up to about 6000 years. MEGALOCOMPARISON takes on any more remote relationships, where sound–correspondences are not regular and putative cognates are few, so that chance rivals genetic relationship as the explanation for perceived similarities.

2.3.2. Austric: Megalo– or Macrogrouping?

Since Matisoff has preemptively classified AT as a megalogrouping, any comparative study of AA and AT must be regarded ab initio as a megalocomparison. This classification automatically ascribes to the AA/AT relationship the attributes of Matisoff's definition, but if this relationship is well described by those attributes, it cannot possibly be genetic. Consequently, this classification poses an additional probatory problem for the Austric hypothesis, which apparently must be solved by proving that Austric is not a megalocomparing.

---

In Sec. 2.2.1, it was shown that the time depth between AA and AT could vary any where from 4,500 to 8,500 years (or even more). Since Matisoff's 6,000-year parameter falls near the middle of that span, there probably is no cogent reason why Austric could not be reclassified timewise as a macrogrouping, even if the actual time depth lies on the high side of that boundary.

It will become evident in the course of this series that regular, recurrent sound correspondence is easily demonstrated between AA and AT and that a large number of credible lexical correspondences (cognates), including many in the core vocabulary, can be found.

In conclusion, the demonstrable evidence clearly supports genetic relationship, rather than chance, as a better explanation of the similarities between AA and AT. It also suggests that Austric is better classified as a macrogrouping. In his discussion, Matisoff seems to have overlooked the possibility that regular correspondence and abundant cognation might be found where formerly little or none was perceived, thereby requiring such reclassification or perhaps a new term for demonstrably valid megalgroupings.

2.3.3 In Defense of Benedict's Megaloprocedures

In his AT studies, Benedict adheres to the comparative method insofar as possible, which is also the methodological approach taken in this study (despite the forays into heuristic adventurism). Greenberg took a quite different course, and his methods need not concern us here. But Benedict also developed some methodological innovations which Matisoff finds objectionable and describes as follows (1990: 116f.: 1) teleoreconstruction (Benedict's term): "The method of leaping back to the level of the proto-language, without being deterred by all the detailed problems which arise in the individual sub-groups;" 2) pseudomicritizing devices: "Notational attempts to make the speculative seem rigorous" and ensure the "apparent regularity of correspondence," which include the next three; 3) proto-form stuffing: Reconstruction of "proto-forms that are so complex canonically that no given combination of proto-entities is likely to recur very often, thus obviating counterexamples;" 4) using "a rich apparatus of bracketings to optionalize virtually every portion of the proto-form;" and 5) split cognates (Benedict's term): "Cognates that have reflexes of at most one given proto-phoneme in common, since they descend from different syllables of a polysyllabic etymon."

Although probably meant to be humorous, Matisoff's descriptions potentially impugn the integrity of the serious megalocomparatist (doubtlessly an oxymoron for Matisoff), who in using such procedures may not really be trying to evade the rigors of the traditional methodology or "doctor" his evidence. In this study, teleoreconstruction, bracketing, split cognates, and some equally suspect heuristic techniques like Benedict's "rule" have been applied with no little measure of success; pseudomicritizing devices, such as proto-form stuffing, have not been used.

In an ideal linguistic world, the comparatist starts at the lowest level in each subgroup and works upwards, level by level, taking care of all those detailed problems at each step. In the real world, data may not be available from all dialects
of one language in the first subgroup or from all languages in the next most closely related subgroup. Or data is not available from this subgroup but is from a third less closely related subgroup. In such cases, the comparatist has only two options, wait until the missing data become available or use teleoreconstruction to bridge the data gaps.

In AA, where the total number of languages and major dialects cannot yet be precisely enumerated, relatively few descriptive studies and dictionaries are available, and few historico-comparative studies exist for any level, the choice seems obvious. In such circumstances, teleoreconstruction could be regarded as a necessary evil, but it also has some redeeming virtues. The studies of Bernhard Karlgren, Otto Dempwolff, and Benedict on Ancient Chinese, AN, and AT, respectively, all teleoreconstructive to some degree, have stimulated considerable progress in Sino-Tibetan, AN, and Tai-Kadai linguistics. If this study produces nothing more than a similar effect in AA, the effort will be more than well compensated. It also cannot be less advantageous to attack the comparative problems of AA from two levels rather than just one alone.

As for Benedict’s other new procedures used here, it should become clear in the course of this study that they are not only perfectly appropriate to the situation, but represent in fact a brilliant insight by their originator to the structure of the earliest stages of AA and AT and the historical changes which have affected it. Although still dim and imprecise, the emerging view of PAA (and its Austic ancestor) is one of a highly synthetic, perhaps even agglutinative, language in which mono- and disyllabic lexical morphs combined with grammatical morphs to form canonically complex polysyllabic words. This structure was subsequently altered in two major ways. In one, affixal morphs were incorporated into stems, and these stems often recombined with the same or other morphs to produce additional strata of canonically complex lexical forms. In the other, a perhaps originally variable stress accent shifted in various patterns, and unstressed syllables mutated or dropped off, producing the split or truncated stems now evidenced as split cognates. EAA and mainland AT have actually undergone such shifts.

These developments can be briefly demonstrated by the ‘red/dark-colored/redden/shame(d)’ etymology cited by Matisoff (1990:116), cf. also Benedict 1975: 361 and Sec. 3.4 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAT</th>
<th>PAA</th>
<th>Modern AA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*iya(ʔ)i</td>
<td>*i/yaq/i</td>
<td>Sora (P396), jët: ‘red’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*iyaŋ</td>
<td>*i/ya/n/[q]/a/t</td>
<td>Mundari jëng ‘deep redness, crimson’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*(q)/b/iyaŋ</td>
<td>*b/i/ya/n/[q]</td>
<td>Bahnar brêng ‘rust’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In conclusion, Benedict’s methodological innovations can be regarded as adaptations to the specific requirements of the languages and comparative tasks at hand. As such, they need pose no theoretical challenges to orthodox methodology. These procedures are clearly useful in Austric, and this is probably true because AA and AT are genetically related; they may not be practical for other language groups.

---

15 I still subscribe to this evaluation of Benedict’s methodology, even though he has since (apparently) abandoned some of his innovations, such as “bracketing” (usage of slashes to denote morphemic boundaries, to be precise). To me, they still seem to be rather useful.
3. The Reconstruction of PAA

3.1 Probatory Problems for the AA Hypothesis

Over the past 28 years since Thomas surveyed the state of affairs in AA and MK comparative studies in the inaugural volume of this journal (1964:149–63), much progress has been made in expanding our knowledge of these languages. Unfortunately, little of it has served to provide anything like the bridge work which appears to be needed in order to span the enormous gap that yawns between the generally low–level reconstruction accomplished thus far and the AA proto–language as it appears to be reconstructible on the basis of the present AA/AT comparison. The excellent studies of Heinz–Juergen Pinnow (the last published in 1966) are the sole exception, and his AA reconstruction now seems excessively conservative. Moreover, some of the problems deplored by Thomas in 1964 still remain, in particular the general paucity and inaccessibility of AA lexical data.

The absence of a formal PAA reconstruction seriously hampers any effort to compare rigorously AA and AT, and the internal comparison prerequisite to that reconstruction poses in and of itself a challenge equally great to that posed by the probatory problems of the Austric hypothesis. As in the case of the latter, the central investigative problem in AA is also discovery of correspondent lexical evidence, but here the difference is one of quality, not quantity. EAA (Aslian, Khasi, MK, Palaungic) is well represented in the published lexical material to which the writer has had access, but Munda (Western AA) and Nicobar (Southern AA) are not. Munda and EAA are typologically quite different and an important question in AA comparative studies has always been which branch is representative of the parent language. For this reason (among many others), any attempt to reconstruct PAA must take the Munda evidence into heavy consideration. Since the writer’s Munda material is especially lacking in core vocabulary, the kind in which inherited elements and genetic correspondence are most likely to be found, the desired formal PAA reconstruction can be undertaken only in a limited way, and much of the reconstruction presented here as PAA may really be valid only for Proto–EAA.

As a result of the current state of affairs in AA linguistics, this study has been obliged to take on two functions, production of evidence supporting the Austric hypothesis and production of evidence supporting the AA hypothesis. In this section, the focus is on the latter type, but it is supported by the former type. The process by which our conclusions about the nature of PAA are reached is thus a sort of inverted reconstruction, an accepted adjunct procedure of the comparative method. But since this procedure is typically applied after a proto–language has been reconstructed on the basis of its descendant languages, those conclusions are subject to the same criticisms leveled at teleoreconstruction (Sec. 2.3.2). Hence, the AA proto–units presented here can be offered only as tentative (i.e. work–in–progress) reconstructions.
3.2 Some New Aspects of AA Linguistic History

3.2.1 General Comments

In Sec. 2.2, the Austric lexical evidence problem was attributed to lack of insight into the historical dynamics of AA and their role in concealing lexical, phonological, and morphological correspondence, both within AA and between AA and AT. In the writer’s opinion, the same lack is at fault in the generally slow rate of progress in AA comparative studies. In this subsection, those claims will be substantiated by examples of the results of certain processes of diachronic change which have drastically altered the face of PAA, thereby creating the apparent gap and the various difficulties which comparatists have encountered in attempting to verify the Austric hypothesis and launch AA comparative studies towards a successful conclusion. These processes, stress shift, cluster mutation, vocalic transfer, and affix incorporation, have been mentioned before in one way or another in the literature (cf. Pinnow 1959:18, 23f., 439f., Shorto 1976:97f., Diffloth 1989:6), but with the exception of stress shift, their importance has not been adequately appreciated or understood.

3.2.2 Stress Shift

Benedict (1975:153) proposes that PAT had a variable stress accent which became fixed in the AT dialects. Shifting and fixation of this stress produced different patterns of canonical reduction which he (1990:20ff.) terms left, center, and right according to whether an initial, medial, or final syllable, respectively, was lost. When stress was fixed on different syllables in the same or different language(s), different reduction patterns resulted and stem splitting occurred, as in AT **mapra, PMY *may C, PKD *pra A ‘eye’.

In AA, fixation of a once variable stress accent is also indicated, and the related phenomena of stress shift, canonical reduction, and stem splitting have also occurred. The mechanics of these change processes are not yet well understood because the situation is complicated by the fact that two distinct phases of stress shift can be distinguished. During the first, there seems to have been a tendency for stress to be shifted progressively (i.e. to or toward the initial syllable), as in Miao–Yao, and for canonical reduction center and/or right to follow, e.g. *bu[q]aya > *biya > Khmer kraboe ‘crocodile’. The effects of this shift have been obscured by those of the second phase during which stress was unidirectionally focused on the final syllable, and the initial syllable was dropped (canonical reduction left) or compressed into the final (often accompanied by vocalic transfer), e.g. *biya > Katu bayua [biyia] ‘crocodile’. The second phase—also known as the trend to monosyllabism—has affected only EAA (and mainland AT).

---

16 The double asterisks denote AT proto-forms found in Benedict 1990.
17 Except where copied directly from sources cited in the reference section, transcriptions of Khmer words are based on Jacob 1974:16–17; any errors therein are my sole responsibility.
3.2.3. Cluster Mutation

Benedict (1975:175) shows that in the early AT dialects, certain consonant clusters coalesced into single phonemes. In AA, the same type of phenomenon has taken place (Set 2), but thus far the available examples are too few to tell much about the conditions under which it occurred.

### Set 2. Cluster Mutation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AT</th>
<th>PAA</th>
<th>AA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*[(m)b]uqay(la), AN *buqay[a, h] ‘crocodile’</td>
<td>*buqayla</td>
<td>Khmer kraboe, Katu bayua ‘crocodile’, Chhau rayu ‘spotted monitor’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK *ʔa(n)ji ‘sibling (older)’, AN *su(n)ji ‘younger sibling’</td>
<td>*(i.a)(n)ci(q)</td>
<td>Kharia (P38)19 aji ‘elder brother’s wife’, VN anh ‘elder brother’, Pacôh achaì ‘older sibling of the same sex’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*r[a]d:ay, PMY *ray ‘sharp’</td>
<td>*rajay</td>
<td>Pacôh raig ‘sharpen to a point’, Jeh pla jei ‘sharp’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN *qaRem ‘(scaly) ant eater’</td>
<td>*(i)nγ[ŋ]mA</td>
<td>VN (*n’jim &gt;) dím, nhím, Jeh jima, Khmer pramâ ‘porcupine’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

18 Unless otherwise noted and except for such retranscriptions as ‘b, etc., for implosives, all lexical forms are reproduced with the orthography used in the source documents. In proto-forms, parentheses () denote optionality, brackets [] uncertainty, commas separate alternate forms, and slashes / mark morphemic boundaries. Slashes may also identify isolated affixes, alternate forms, or phonemic representation. Brackets may also denote phonetic representation. Cited AN proto-forms come from a variety of sources, and in some cases I have changed them to reflect the usage of parentheses and brackets in this paper.

19 Pinnow’s lexical sets are referenced by P and his item number, with K preceding the number and identifying sets found in the consonant section.
3.2.4 Vocalic Transfer

Benedict (1975:183) shows that Kadai and, to a lesser degree, Miao–Yao exhibit a complex system of vocalic transformations, which he labels vocalic transfer. He describes this process as an aspect of the trend to monosyllabism involving the transfer of the vowel in the presyllable to the main syllable. He also suggests that the product of this process is dependent primarily on the nature of the transferred vowel and secondarily on the consonants and stress factors involved.

In AA, the mechanics of vocalic transfer remain little understood, but evidence exists that vowels were transferred progressively and regressively.

Set 3. Vocalic Transfer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AT</th>
<th>PAA</th>
<th>AA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*tsuʃraʃk ‘angle, elbow’</td>
<td>*cu(ɾ)ʔak</td>
<td>PW *sʔwok ‘elbow’, Nyah Kur (Tha Pong) ćərwəak ‘fork’, Pacôh choaŋ [coo?] ‘use feet to measure’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN *seruk ‘angle, corner’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*(q(n)u)kaŋ,</td>
<td>*c(i,a,u)(n)qaŋ</td>
<td>Khasi (Amwi) šiąŋ, Lamet conglaaŋ, VN (*eʔhap-) xug ‘bone’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN *(t.T)ulaŋ ‘bone’</td>
<td>*laʔ[ul]</td>
<td>Kurku (PK289) łaŋ, Santali lɔ’j, Ruc lûc ‘penis’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN *lasu ‘genitals’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN *dilat ‘lick, lap’</td>
<td>*[d]ilaʔ and</td>
<td>Khasi thylieıt [tʰølet], Bahnar ropñet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*<a href="m">i,a</a>pat</td>
<td>‘tongue’, Pearic pat ‘lick’ 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN *Rʊqañ ‘throat’</td>
<td>*Rʊ(n)qaŋ</td>
<td>VN hɔŋ, Ruc kɔŋsuŋ ‘throat’, Sedang rokɔŋ ‘mouth’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.5 Affix Incorporation

In Japanese/Austro–Tai (1990:123ff.), Benedict has begun to perceive the importance of affix incorporation in AT. During the preparation of this paper, it became clear that this process has played a crucial role in the evolution of AA and AT. Although it has long been recognized, more or less tacitly, that affixes have been incorporated into stems in AA, the number of languages and affixes involved, the existence of multiple layers of accreted affixes, and the processes’ role in concealing correspondence are only now becoming clear. The ‘first–person singular personal pronoun’ and the numeral ‘one’ present clear examples of such incorporation.

---

20 Pearic refers to the lexical items cited by Robert K. Headley Jr. in his article; they actually come from several languages of the Pearic branch.
Set 4. Affix Incorporation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAT</th>
<th>PAA</th>
<th>Modern AA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>**ʔa(t)ku,</td>
<td>*(m)(i,a)(n)</td>
<td>*mišt/n/qu (Pareng minggu), *i/n/qu(Kharia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN ʔiaku,</td>
<td>qu(a)n</td>
<td>iq, iŋ), *n/qu (Khasi nga, VN qua), *a/qu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*(ʔ)uka,</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Riang ʔoʔ, Jeh au), *n/qu (Katu ku),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔa(n)kɔn ‘I’</td>
<td></td>
<td>*n/qu/ʔn (Thavung kan), *a/qu &gt; *ʔ/aqu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK ʔɪsa,  AN</td>
<td>*(m)(u,i,a)(n)ca</td>
<td>(Temiar ye?), *ʔ/iqua (Nicobar cúo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔɪsa ‘one’,</td>
<td></td>
<td>*ʔ/iça (Khasi shi), *ʔ/aça (Katu chakui ‘one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>person’), *mu/aça (Muong Khen mòh),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*mi/i/aça(i) (Mundari miya’d, Bahnar mìngh),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*mu/aça(i) (Kharia mɔyɔ’d, PM muay),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*mu/aça (Juang muih, Kótua muǐq), *bu/aça</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Sora boi)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the ‘one’ set, layers of accreted affixes seem to be indicated, as in *ca > *a/ca > *ʔ/aça > *m/aça and *a/n/ca > *ʔ/aanca > *m/aanca, perhaps also */ʔ/(i,a)/(n)ca > *m/u/[ʔ](i,n)ca and *m/u/[ʔ](a,n)ca.

3.3 The PAA Phonological System

3.3.1 Methodology

Evidence of genetic phonological correspondence is typically presented through means of lexical sets reflecting all positional and allophonic occurrences of all of the proposed photo-phonemes. To conserve space in this introductory study, the exemplary sets shown below depict only one such positional occurrence. Munda forms are included in these sets whenever possible.

If the requirement of correspondent semantic content were rigorously applied, a great many of the available cognate sets would be unusable. Nevertheless, some AA language usually does have the same meaning as AN or AT, even if the remainder do not. In general, such differentiation has a positive value in that its presence makes it less likely that the lexical correspondence is a result of borrowing and more likely evidence of common origin.

3.3.2 The PAA Vowel System

Thomas (1964:160f.) identified the complexity of vowel shifting as one of the major difficulties encountered in MK comparative studies, and evidently this is no less a problem in Munda, for Pinnow (1959:195) did not even attempt to set up a PAA vowel system as he did for consonants. He did establish */i, e, i, a, u, o, ə/ as the Proto–Munda system, which differs somewhat from the PMK vowels proposed by Shorto (1976:1043), */i, e, ə, a, u, o, ɔ/. Shorto also reconstructed a length feature and three diphthongs, */iə, ua, ai/, while Pinnow felt that neither could be firmly established at the Proto–Munda level.
At present, it is clear that PAA probably possessed at least the same six-vowel system, */i, e, o, a, u, o/.
which Benedict (1975:172, 1990:34) reconstructs for PAT. It is quite possible that PAA also had three additional vowels, */e, i, o/.
at least subphonemically. Certain correspondences suggest this and that they had
developed primarily through vocalic assimilation. PAA does not seem to have had
true diphthongs.

Set 5. PAA Vowels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modern AA</th>
<th>PAA</th>
<th>AT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| *i  Kharia (P38) aji 'elder brother's
  wife', Khasi kynsì 'spouse's
  sibling', PM *kmciì 'younger
  sibling' | *(a)(n)ci(q) | AK *?a(n)iì 'sibling (older)',
  AN *sua(n)iì 'younger sibling' |
| *e  Kharia (P305) hepa'd 'near',
  VN hep 'narrow', Chrau gēp
  'close' | *(n)Gep(at) | *(e)(N)Gep, PMY *NGep 'narrow' |
| *a  Santali (P365) janga, PW *jog,
  PM *jug' foot, leg' | *(n)jɔŋ | *(d)ʒɔŋ(ʒɔŋ), AN *zəŋ 'stand' |
| *a  Kharia tataŋ, PW *taŋ, Pearic
ta: 'grandfather' | *(t)at(a)(q) | *tata, POC *tata 'father, grandfather' |
| *u  Kharia mamu 'mother's
  brother', VN mu 'old woman',
  Mon mu 'parent's younger
  brother' | *(mu)mu | *[(i)a]mu 'grandparent, grandchild', FO
  *mumu 'grandfather' |
| *o  Mundari (P311) ḥop 'a man, a
  Munda', Khasi kur 'a clan', Old
  Mon kulo 'kinsman' | *(n)qulo | *(N)[Gol]on, AN *hulun 'man (human
  being)' |

Thus far, the AA/AT comparison has been more useful in showing us how the
great vocalic diversity came about than in revealing a complete picture of the ancient
vowel system underlying that complexity. In the rare cases where the PAA phoneme appears to have escaped most modification, as in most of the above examples, the modern reflexes seem to correlate to the six-vowel system and are
typically short and monophthongal. In most cases, however, much shifting has
taken place, and the processes responsible for much of it can be identified as stress
shift, canonical reduction, vocalic transfer, vocalic assimilation, and various sorts
of environmental conditioning. The length feature and most of the diphthongs are
clearly products of vocalic transfer and intervocalic loss of consonants; vocalic
assimilation has stimulated the creation of new vowel phonemes, such as */e, i, o/.

3.3.3 The PAA Consonant System

The PAA consonant system proposed by Pinnow (1959:427), */p, t, c, k, b, d,
j, g, l, r, w, y, m, n, ñ, ñ/, is far too conservative. The AA/AT comparison indicates that at least 10 additional proto-consonants must be set up, as in the
following data table. *[N] was probably an allophone of the other nasals before the
postvelar stops.
Set 6. The PAA Consonants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*/p</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>q</th>
<th>?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>ng</td>
<td>[N]</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### AA PAA AT

*p* Kharia (P305) *hepa'd* ‘near’,
VN *hep* ‘narrow’, Chrau *gēp* ‘close’

*t* Kharia *tatap*, PW *ta?,* Pearic *ta* ‘grandfather’

*c* Santali (PK289) *lojć*, Ruc *luc, Nicobar (Car)* *ku tsich* ‘penis’

*k* Kharia (P216) *so?ui*, Mal *nsook, Ruc usūk* ‘hair’

*q* Santali (P206) *bōho, Chrau viq* ‘head’, Sengoi *kel* ‘brain’

? Mundari (P276) *tu ka* ‘back of neck or head’, VN őt [ʔot] ‘nape of neck’, Bateg Deq *nut* ‘neck’

*b* Santali (P206) *bōho, Chrau viq* ‘head’, Sengoi *kel* ‘brain’

*d* Mundari (P276) *tu ka* ‘back of neck or head’, VN őt ‘nape of neck’, Bateg Deq *nut* ‘neck’

*j* Santali (P365) *jarga, PW *joŋ, PM *juŋ* ‘foot, leg’

*g* Juang (P180) *gonen, Sora jǐʔ* ‘tooth’, PM *gņis* ‘canine tooth’

*G* Kharia (P305) *hepa’d* ‘near’,
VN *hep* ‘narrow’, Chrau *gēp* ‘close’

*s* Kharia (P216) *so?ui*, Mal *nsook, Ruc usūk* ‘hair’

*x* Kharia (P303) *engam, Ruc āsām, PMN *mhaim* ‘blood’

*h* Kharia (P371) *jokar* ‘snail’, Pacōh *clo, Sengoi kalo* ‘type of snail’

*z* VN *duoi, Khmer kanduy* ‘tail’,
Pacōh *xoi* ‘tail, penis’

*y* Hill Kharia (PK498) *jor* ‘river’,
Bahnar *jroh* ‘swift (current)’,
Khmer *jroh* ‘mountain stream’

*(n)Gep(at)* *(e)(N)Gep, PMY *NGep* ‘narrow’

*(ta)u(q)* *
tata, POC *tata* ‘father, grandfather’

*lac[u]* AN *lasu* ‘genital’

*(n)suk* *
busuk, AN *buhuk* ‘hair’

*(q)[o]b[u]* *
*q[a]lu[b]([u]), AN *qulu[h]* ‘head’

*(tu)(n)ud* AN *[t]u?ud* ‘knee’

*(q)[o]b[u]* *
*q[a]lu[b]([u), AN *qulu[h]* ‘head’

*(tu)(n)ud* AN *[t]u?ud* ‘knee’

*(n)jɔŋ* *(dɔŋ)(dzɔŋ), AN *zŋzŋ* ‘stand’

*g(in)i(s)* AJ *[t,Ç]angi, AN *gigi* ‘tooth’

*(n)Gep(at)* *(e)(N)Gep, PMY *NGep* ‘narrow’

*(n)suk* *
busuk, AN *buhuk* ‘hair’

*(n)xam* *(n)nts[a][mu]?], PMY *ncyam* ‘blood’

*(n)qo[h]* *(N)qo[h] ‘shellfish, snail’, AN *khu*l
*snail’

*[q,ʔ][u]n(ŋ)ɔy* ‘worm, penis’, AN *huDay
*worm’

*qɔryus, AN *qaruss* ‘stream, current’
Consonant development is generally less problematic than the vocalic development, but this does not mean that little diversity is to be seen. Some of the AA proto-phonemes have multiple reflexes, e.g. *q > /k, ?, g, h, n, 0/, some evidence remarkable splits, e.g. *z > s but *nz > d, *γ > r but *ny > g, while the modern reflexes of others, e.g. *x and *R, have not yet been fully identified. */q, G, x, γ, l, R, [N]/ have been completely replaced.

PAA probably possessed a large number of consonant clusters, and some of them evidently coalesced as unitary phonemes under as yet unclear circumstances. This group included nasal/oral clusters, such as *mp, *mb, etc., which have both implosive and simple nasal reflexes. In AT and AN, Benedict and others have set up special symbols to denote the reflexes of certain coalesced clusters, but thus far in AA this convention has not seemed necessary. Some of the AT reflexes are thought to have been retroflexes, which Munda possesses in abundance, but the western AA retroflexes do not generally correlate to proto–clusters and are likely the result of Dravidian and/or Indic influence, as has long been suspected.
3.3.4 Canonic Structure

Pinnow (1959:457) proposed (C)V(C) and (C)V(C)(C)V(C) as the PAA canonic syllable and word, respectively. He did not permit consonant clusters in any C slot and felt that any such clusters not formed by combination of PAA syllables had developed secondarily through affixation and canonical reduction.

This study indicates that the PAA canonic structure was somewhat more complex than Pinnow thought. Two types of such structure can be distinguished, one a radical type relevant for lexical and grammatical morphemes taken in isolation, the other a compositional type relevant for composite forms containing both types of those morphemes. The first type consists of a canonic syllable, (C)V(C), and at least two canonic roots, (C)V(C) and (C)VCV(C), in which consonant clusters were permitted in the C1 and C2 positions of lexical morphemes, but not finally. The other type is described in the following subsections.

3.4 The PAA Morphological System

3.4.1 The Central Issue

The morphological typology of the modern AA languages evidences a remarkable divergence. The Munda languages possess a synthetic type of system characterized by nominal and verbal complexes composed of a nuclear stem and various additive morphs (Pinnow 1966:179 gives 12 categories of such compositional elements in the verb complex). EAA has an analytic type in which a tendency to one word: one meaning and parallel ordering of sentence components is prevalent; it is most pronounced in such monosyllabic languages as VN (MK). The central issue in AA comparative morphology is consequently to determine which of these types, if either, is representative of the PAA system.

Pinnow and other Austroasiatists have discussed the question of external influences since western and eastern AA can be grouped in distinct Sprachbünde, the former surrounded by the synthetic Dravidian and Indic (Indo-European) languages, the latter adjacent to the analytic languages of Sino-Tibetan and AT. However, Pinnow (1966:186) concluded that it must be assumed that the Munda languages have preserved the older state of morphological affairs, and thus far the results of this study tend to confirm that conclusion, even though the portrayal of PAA morphology essayed below differs greatly from Pinnow’s concepts of it.

3.4.2 The Structure of Lexical Forms

This study has resulted in a view of PAA (and Proto-Austro) morphology which differs significantly from all past conclusions about this subject. This view is based on a comparison of lexical forms trans-AA and trans-Austro which indicates that such forms are composed typically of a less variable mono- or disyllabic nucleus and a more variable syllabic or asyllabic set of segments additive to that nucleus. Since the nuclear element tends to be more stable and affected primarily by phonological change, it is assumed to be the remnant (reflex) of the ancient
lexical stem. And since the additive set tends to vary frequently as to composition and structure, having been evidently often subject to replacement or incorporation into stems, it is assumed to consist of reflexes of ancient grammatical morphemes used to inflect those lexical stems.

These assumptions allow the reconstruction of a lexical morpheme which was composed of a nuclear lexical morph (stem), canonically (C)V(C) or (C)VCV(C), and various grammatical morphs, most of which appear to have been single phonemes. The stem was also the lexical root morpheme, but this root may never have occurred as a free form. The non-root grammatical morphemes were affixes which probably existed only as bound forms. They can be grouped into complexes which are discussed in the following subsection.

To demonstrate this concept, the ‘red’ etymology cited in Sec. 2.3.3 can be used. Comparison of the group of suspected cognates listed below suggests that their nuclear elements are reflexes of a single lexical root, *yaql ‘red’ (some reflexes indicate *ya or *ya[g,G,x]). Some nuclei could be interpreted as reflexes of morphophonically shifted doublets, i.e. *yi,q, *yə,q, *yu,q. This process of morphological derivation is probably reconstructible at the AA proto-level, but vocalic assimilation is a plausible alternative explanation. Other reflexes suggest reduplication of the root, another PAA morphological process which could occur partially or totally, i.e. *ya/yaq/ and *yaq/yaq/.

In the following listing, the suspected immediate antecedent is reconstructed and its ostensible modern reflexes are cited thereafter.

*i/yaq/ (Katu riik in arååk riiq ‘yellow’),
*a/ya[klq] or *a/ya[n/k/V] (Pacoh raq ‘yellow’, Rengao rak ‘yellowish’, durn rak ‘brown’, Jeh rak ‘rusty color’),
*w/yaq/ (Wa Tung Va rauh ‘red’),
*[q/ə] yaq/ (Katu arååk riiq ‘yellow’),
*i/yaq/ii (Sora jë: ‘red’),
*bi/u/yaq/ (Katu bôq ahaaq ‘to bluish’),
*p*[ə]/yaq/ii (Stieng porhê ‘red’),
*p/u/yaq/ (Chrau prho prót ‘very red’, Thavung tøh ‘red’, Katu papro ‘shy’),
*[k/ə]yaq/ii (Tampuan khray, Che’ Wong bøtay ‘red’),
*[g/i]/yaq/ii (Sora goraj ‘put to shame’),
*p[i]/ya/n/ii (Chrau prënh ‘shy’),
*b[i]/ya/n/ii (Rengao brëng ‘black’, Bahnar brëng ‘rust’),
*b[a]/ya/n/ii (Jeh sük brang ‘black hair’, Katu brôong braang ‘red’),
*b[i]/ya/n/ii (Katu brôong ‘red’, Bahnar ‘brôong describes many things that are all red’, Riang rong ‘red’),
*[q]/u/ya/n/ii (Katu arôong ‘red hot’),
*t/u/ya/n/ii (Pacoh turong ‘a shade of red’),
*j/u/ya/n/ii (Santali jorj ‘deep red, scarlet’),
*y*a/n/yaq/ii (Semai nçan ‘red’),
*y/a/yaq/p/V (Jah Hut ñap ‘red’),
*[i]/ya/n/ii (Mundari ñże’d ‘deep redness, crimson’),
*bi/i/ya/n/ii (Old Mon bi[kket], Semaq Beri ññat ‘red’),
*y/a/n/ii (Bateg Nong nçëgh ‘red’).
Some of those reconstructions are admittedly quite hypothetical, and it is probable that some of the cited proto-affixes were added in post-PAA times. The function of most of these affixes also cannot be specified at this time. But if PAA was a synthetic and inflecting language, as much of the evidence seems to indicate, such groups of morphologically related cognates are exactly what one should expect to find in its descendant languages.

3.4.3 The Structure of Grammatical Forms

Comparison of the AA/AT lexical data makes the following points clear: 1) The lexical root in PAA was inflected by a large number of affixes. 2) In the modern languages, there is frequent alternation of segmental phonemes and combinations of these phonemes within a syllable preceding the suspected ancient stem, within this stem, and in and around the final segmental position of this stem. 3) Correspondence sets formed by those phonemes and combinations thereof often correlate to affixes and para-affixes or segments thereof found in modern AA or AT or both. Para-affixes are phonological elements which correspond structurally to affixes but do not function morphologically as such. Many of them are defunct affixes, but no general conclusions can be arbitrarily drawn about their origin as some have done in the past. 4) Certain phonological developments and irregularities in phonological correspondence can be explained by attributing them to the influence of such affix-like elements formerly present in the above cited environments.

These observations suggest that the PAA grammatical system had three affix complexes in which positional classes of bound affixal morphemes were successively placed in a fixed order before, within, and after the lexical stem.

The Prefix Complex

Canonic (C)/(V)/(R/) from earlier (C)/(V)/(C/). The C(onsonant) prefix class comprised most of the proto-consonants; its members may have functioned as classifiers, verbal markers, and/or pronominal referents. The V(owel) prefix

---

21 Pinnow (1959:11ff.) references the works of Schmidt, Sten Konow, et al. in which almost every word is viewed as decomposable into prefixes and stems. In this view, all presyllables are prefixes, all main syllables stems or roots. Pinnow felt that the phonological and structural relationships in AA are much more complicated than such a simple division would imply and expressed doubts about the general accuracy of that analysis.

22 Pinnow (1959:13ff.) comments on the possibility that the AA presyllables are in part remnants of an ancient class prefix system like that found in the Bantu languages of Africa, but notes that a typical feature of the latter, concordance, is absent in AA. My analysis suggests that only the first prefix class is the suspected classifier and that it could occur with any word, perhaps indicating concordance after all. Some Asian languages have a pronominal referent system whereby a referent, e.g. Sengoi ki- 'he, she, it', is prefixed to nouns and verbs. This usage parallels to some extent the Khasi articles (see footnote 23). Some connections between the first prefix class and the topic and other AT markers reconstructed by Benedict (1990:125ff.) and perhaps the AN four-focus system (Dahl 1973:118ff., Benedict 1990:129ff.) must be suspected, but due to
class comprised most, if not all, of the proto–vowels; they may have served as articles, gender markers, and/or spatial or temporal deictics. The R(esonant) prefix class comprised a homorganic nasal and probably the laterals, */l, r, r/; the nasal is evidently the phonologically conditioned reflex of a larger set of consonantal prefixes (including the laterals). This class probably served to verbalize nominal stems, nominalize verbal stems, and/or form derivatives from both types of stems. Some typical examples are given next.

Set 7. The Prefix Complex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Word Form</th>
<th>AA</th>
<th>AT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bone</td>
<td>*qag</td>
<td>*clicqag</td>
<td>Khasi (Amwi) šiaŋ</td>
<td>*(q)(n)tuqag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*cli/niqag</td>
<td>Lamet cəŋqaŋ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*cli/luqag</td>
<td>VN (*ciŋqaŋ &gt;) xuong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>*qu</td>
<td>*miin/ku</td>
<td>Pareng (P402) miŋgu</td>
<td>**ʔaŋku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*ni/quə(ln)</td>
<td>VN qua, Thavung kan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*ai/qu</td>
<td>Jeh au</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nine</td>
<td>*qwa</td>
<td>*cilqawa</td>
<td>Khasi (Amwi) hunshia</td>
<td>*ts[i][qəwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*cilqawa/si</td>
<td>VN chin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*tiin/quəwa/si</td>
<td>Ngoq takias</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feces</td>
<td>*qi</td>
<td>*alqi[s]</td>
<td>MUK (*ʔeh &gt;) ě</td>
<td>*(m)pl[a(N)]qi, AN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*i/qi</td>
<td>Kurku (P81) i’j ‘dung’</td>
<td>*taqih ‘excrement’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*aln/qi</td>
<td>PW ʔen ‘dung’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*la/n/qi/lt</td>
<td>Mon tiket ‘anus’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*(pl)/l/qi</td>
<td>Katu tataiq ‘anus’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nail</td>
<td>*lus</td>
<td>*clai/(nl)/lus(i)</td>
<td>VN (*clawh &gt;) trão</td>
<td>AN *[c,s]ula[h]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*clai/(nl)/us(i)</td>
<td>Jehai cōrs</td>
<td>‘fingernail’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*cu/lus/i</td>
<td>Semelai cōrs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Infix Complex

Canonic /(V)/(R)/C/. This complex mirrors the prefix complex and evidently evolved from it through transposition due to such factors as nasalization of the R–

---

limited information on AN morphosyntax, it would be premature to draw any inferences about their relationship.

23 A connection between these vocalic morphemes and the demonstrative prefixes of Kharia (Biligiri 1965:65), i ‘what’, a ‘which’ and u ‘this’, and the Khasi “gender” articles (Rabel 1961: 93ff.), i [ʔi] ‘diminutive (gender–and numberless)’, u [ʔu] ‘masculine singular’, ki ‘plural (all genders)’, and ka ‘feminine/neuter singular’, is quite possible. The phonetics of the Khari particles suggests that they are actually reflexes of *q/(i,u)/ and *k/(i,a)/(or perhaps *n/q/(i,a)). The Khasi articles are repeated before attributes and predicates, which led Pinnock to speculate that they may be evidence of the missing concordance noted in footnote 22. But Pacoh also has possessive forms with l, as in a lép and i lép (possessive form) ‘sister–in–law’, which might suggest that the vocalic particles also served as case markers.
class prefixes. Hence, the prefix and infix classes were probably composed originally of the same morphophonemes. Typical examples follow.

Set 8. The Infix Complex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Derivative</th>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Derivative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*qq</td>
<td>*q(i,a,u)(n)p/ar</td>
<td>Sengoi har, PW *l?ar</td>
<td>Khmer bir, Juang (P49) ambar, Kharia ubar 'two'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*tału</td>
<td>*t(i,a)(n)p/ału</td>
<td>Alak tārau, Kurku turu (P148) 'six'</td>
<td>Kharia ibru, Jeh todrau, Semaq Beri tam–pərū 'six'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*qoc</td>
<td>*n/q/o(/n/)b/o(e)(i)</td>
<td>Santali (PK67) goj'</td>
<td>Temog kəboś 'die', Khmer khmoc 'ghost'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*cit</td>
<td>*c(i,a)(n)p/it</td>
<td>VN chät 'narrow',</td>
<td>Kharia (P93) japi'd 'close eyes', Santali jipi'dă 'close one eye', Jah Hut ḫem 'near'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*qo[y]</td>
<td>*q(i)/p/o[y]</td>
<td>Khasi her, Khmer hoer 'to fly'</td>
<td>Mundari (PK501) apir, Katu par 'to fly'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cf. AT *(N)qa(m)bar 'twin, double(d), two', *(q/)obots 'ended', *(tsu)(m)pit 'narrow', *(q)/(m)pəR/(l/m)pəR 'spread (out), fly', Atayalic* ma/tału 'six'.

The Suffix Complex

Canonical (/N/) ... (/C)/(V)/(C) from earlier *(C)/(V)/(C), with ... representing the stem’s final consonant. The identity and functions of the suffixes are less well known due to widespread attrition of such affixes at later stages. Quite likely, the suffixes served to denote morphosemantic distinctions roughly equivalent to the nominal cases and verbal declensions of the Indo-European languages. The “infixed” suffix may have been transposed for euphonic reasons or because the other positions were already full.

Set 9. The Suffix Complex.

Modern AA | PAA | PAT
--- | --- | ---
Mundari (PK537) rowa 'soul, spirit', Pacôh rvai 'soul', Kurku rwauv 'soul', Chhraw yang ravan 'the spirits' | *(r)/(a,u)/wa/(i,/=) | *(r)/(m)[r]/wa/[a] 'belly, soul', AN *nawah 'spirit, soul' |
Semai laal 'stick out (tongue)', PW *glak, Khasi jliah 'lick', Santali (P14) alaq, Paren uk, Thavung layh, Brou liaih 'tongue'

*laila, *gallal, *jila[s], *alla[n]/[u], *(i)la/[si\]
*[b]li[d]laq 'lick, tongue', AN *dilaq, *[z, Z]elaq 'tongue'

Jeh wa 'ape', PW *hwa?, MUK wok 'monkey', Sora kəro, Sengoi rau 'type of monkey', mawak, Thavung jooc, Pâchê adyaqiq [ʔə joaʔ?] 'gibbon'

*səlah[s]q], *(r)(a, u)/wa, *(m)(a, u)/walk, *(j)(a, u)/wal[tis]
AN *mawas 'monkey (species)'

Kharia torog 'cry like an animal', Khmer ro 'low, lū 'howl', ralūn 'howl–ing', VN rōng 'trumpet (elephant)'

*lo[(q)], *lo[n][q]
*[lo][onj 'cry (of animal)', AN *lulu 'bark, howl'

Integration of the canonic forms taken by the lexical morphs and grammatical complexes produces the maximal canonic words (or word complexes) shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Canonic Root</th>
<th>Canonic Word Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(C)V(C)</td>
<td>(C)/(V)/(R)/(C)/(V)/(R)/(C)/(C)/(V)/(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C)VCVC</td>
<td>(C)/(V)/(R)/(C)/(V)/(R)/(C)/(C)/(V)/(C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hence, the PAA canonic word was maximally four or five syllables long and perhaps even longer if reduplicated stems were permitted in such maximal forms. The issue of compounding and longer forms produced by it is not addressed here.

Although this inductive analysis of ancient AA morphology may be logically correct, the actual existence of such maximal canonic forms is difficult to demonstrate empirically. The diachronic changes operative in AA have tended to destroy most of the suffix complexes and grind down much of the prefix complex structure, and we are allowed to view only the tattered remnants and speculate on how they once fitted together. Then again, the most common word forms in PAA may have belonged to shorter subsets of the above–described maximal canonic form.

In Munda, both tight and loose binding of additive morphs to complex nuclei occurs; hence, the actual morphological structure of PAA may not have been as rigidly formatted as the above–proposed forms would indicate. Some of the prospective affixes may really have been free syllabic morphemes like *qu 'I' as in *ta/ta/ni/qu 'my grandfather', whence Kharia tataj 'grandfather'.
4. The Reconstruction of Proto–Austric

4.1 More Probatory Problems

To fulfill the theoretical and methodological requirements of confirming the Austric hypothesis, genetic correspondence must be shown to exist between AA and AT and the Austric proto–language must be reconstructed. In general, the first task is easily accomplished, at least to a certain degree, for regular and recurrent phonological, morphological, and lexical correspondence is rather easily established between AA and AT once the discovery problems are sufficiently overcome. The second task is less easily done, but due to the intrinsic nature of linguistic change, the proto–language we are able to reconstruct can be only a model of the real Proto–Austric language based on the subset of the latter’s features which has been retained encoded in the AA/AT genetic correspondence. Hence, the phonological and morphological “systems” presented below can pretend to be the Austric proto–language, even though it is quite certain that they represent only a certain (and perhaps minor) portion of its total real structure.

Despite the progress made thus far in fulfilling those requirements, the status of the Austric hypothesis remains paradoxical because, as indicated in Sec. 2.2.1, the manner in which AA and AT interrelate historically is still very obscure. There can be little doubt that the demonstrable partial correspondence between them connotes common origin or that they converge to a common ancestor. It is less certain just what that ancestor was and whether Schmidt’s term, Austric (or Macro–Austric as Diffloth proposes to reflect the AT–vice–AN exchange), will remain a viable name for it. As a tool of historical research, the comparative method is very powerful but in the present case not very specific, and one can only wonder just where it has led us.

These points have become increasingly important with the realization that the extent of the AA/AN lexical correspondence surpasses all previous ideas about it. As this data is processed, an increasing number of AA reconstructions are shown to be identical or nearly so to the AN proto–forms. While it is to be expected that formal convergence will appear as the comparison brings us closer to the common ancestor of these languages, the prevalence of this formal identicalness is contradictory in view of the chronology and presumed nature of the AA/AT relationship discussed in Sec. 2.2.1. Hence, it is possible that two ancient strata are coming to light in this comparison, one presumably the “real” AA and characterized by such phonological differences that it cannot possibly be borrowed from any stage of AN or AT, the other reflecting an extensive influx of vocabulary from a very early stage of AN and/or AT. In essence, this is Benedict’s substratum theory recast, with the important difference that both super– and substratum were genetically related.
4.2 The Proto–Austric Phonological System

4.2.1 Canonic Structure

Benedict (1975:149ff., 1990:19ff.) reconstructs for PAT (C)V(C) and (C)VCV (C) as the canonic syllable and word, respectively, and permits consonant clusters to occupy the C1 and C2 (but not the final) positions. Since he distinguishes between two types of such clusters, one being the nasal-increment type (in which the other can be embedded), the syllabic forms are really (N)(C)(C)V(C) and the word forms (N)(C)(C)V(N)(C)(C)V(C).

These PAT canonic forms and those proposed for PAA in Sec. 3.3.4 differ only in the question of how to handle the nasal increments. This study suggests that nasal–oral clusters developed largely through affixation and while it seems unlikely that Austric did not have such clusters originally, no clear examples of them have been discovered. Hence, the Proto–Austric canonic structure is assumed to have been identical to that of PAA, the differences in PAT resulting from affixation and composition.

4.2.2 Vowels

The Austric vowel system is very uncertain, but it seems probable that the simple set, */i, e, θ, a, u, o/, existed at this level.

4.2.3 Consonants

The PAT consonants (Benedict 1975:155, 1990:50–108) are depicted in the right column of the following data table. Changes to the 1975 version made in 1990 include addition of */tʃ, tʃ, dz, ʃ/ and confirmation of */n, ş, x/. In contrast to PAT, the PAA consonant system (center column) is less complex. Hence, it appears at present that Proto–Austric must be reconstructed with the 24 consonants (plus four uncertain ones) shown in the left column. The exemplary lexical sets supporting most of these proto–phonemes are given in Sec.3.3.3; the data table below presents only those sets in which there is some question about the origin of the AT proto–phoneme.

Set 10. The Austric Consonants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proto–Austric</th>
<th>PAA</th>
<th>PA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*/p t [c] k q ?</td>
<td>*/p t c k q ?</td>
<td>*/p t c k q ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b d j g G</td>
<td>b d j g G</td>
<td>b d j g G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s x h</td>
<td>s x h</td>
<td>s ş ş x h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z ŋ</td>
<td>z ŋ</td>
<td>z [ʒ] ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l [ɭ]</td>
<td>l ɭ</td>
<td>l ɭ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r [ɹ]</td>
<td>r R</td>
<td>r R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w y</td>
<td>w y</td>
<td>w y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m n n n</td>
<td>m n n n [N]</td>
<td>m n n n N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Austric I
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PA</th>
<th>PAA</th>
<th>PAT</th>
<th>Modern AA</th>
<th>PAA</th>
<th>PAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*c</td>
<td>*c</td>
<td>*c</td>
<td>VN ចាហ៍, Pacôh ដូយ ‘dip’, Sengoi ចិត ‘set (sun)’</td>
<td>*(n)com</td>
<td>*(com)com ‘dip’, AN *k'əmək əm (D), *cemcem (L) ‘dampen’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*j</td>
<td>*j</td>
<td>*j</td>
<td>Riang បី ‘foam’, Thavung បុុ ‘make bubbles’, Semai បុុ ‘bubbles’</td>
<td>*(bu[c,j])i</td>
<td>*(m)pujaq, AN *bucaq ‘foam’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*s</td>
<td>*c</td>
<td>*s</td>
<td>Pearic ឈ្មោះ ‘climb’, Khmer ញើក ‘stand straight’, Palaung ជ័យ ‘lift’</td>
<td>*(n)ca(i)</td>
<td>AK *(ɨ)tsaka(i) ‘rise’, AN *[s]jakay ‘ascend’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*dz</td>
<td>*j</td>
<td>*dz</td>
<td>Rengao យុំ, PMN *yoy, PS នូយ ‘lip(s)’</td>
<td>*(n)joy</td>
<td>**g(u)n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*s</td>
<td>*s</td>
<td>*s</td>
<td>PW *[lim] ‘pus’, VN រាំ ‘conjunctivitis’,(skin) PM *ksaam ‘epidemic’</td>
<td>*(s)Rom</td>
<td>AJ *gusam, AN *gusam ‘rash’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*s</td>
<td>*s</td>
<td>*s</td>
<td>VN *(żut &gt;) ឃុី ‘draw back’, Pacôh ញូត ‘pick rice by stripping head’, Bahnar កូត ‘pull lice out’</td>
<td>*(s)rut</td>
<td>*/ʃuɾuɾ ‘pull lengthwise’, AN *huɾu ‘stroke’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*z</td>
<td>*z</td>
<td>*z</td>
<td>VN លាល៍ ‘cold’, PW *hleg ‘cool’, Khmer sreñ ‘to cool’</td>
<td>*(z)leg</td>
<td>*(q)ž[en]en, AN *Dipin ‘cold’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the preceding table indicates, a major phonological difference between AA and AT is the absence of affricates, alveolopalatals, and palatal sibilants in the former. In Sec. 3.3.3, it was shown that the Austrofamic affricates have shifted to palatal stops in AA. In the data above, one sees that the palatal stops of PAT correspond to AA palatal stops which evolved out of the Austrofamic affricates; hence, it is questionable that Austrofamic had *c and *j. One also notes that the AT alveolopalatal and palatal sibilants correspond to sibilant–liquid clusters in AA, some of which also coalesced but probably in the post–AA era. This correlation leads one to suspect that AT *ts, tš, dz/ are reflexes of affricate–liquid clusters; hence, Austrofamic did not have these proto–phonemes and may not have possessed independent palatal stops.

Velar liquids—a very distinctive trait of PAT according to Benedict—have been reconstructed for PAA on the basis of the correspondence of AA l and/or r to both AT *l and *R (or AN *f and *R when no PAT cognate is available). Thus far, little regularity has been noted in this correspondence, and the only criterion on which the reflexes of *f and *R can be distinguished from those of *l and *r in AA is the fact that the velar liquid reflexes frequently alternate as l or r whereas the simple liquid reflexes apparently do not. Some of the data suggests that the proto–units represented as velar liquids may actually have been clusters composed of liquids and laryngeals, i.e. */Ik, Ir, hl, hr/ and/or */Il, Ir, lh, rh/. This situation is still unclear, but this possibility has been indicated by putting the Proto–Austrofamic velar liquids in brackets.

It is quite likely that Proto–Austrofamic possessed a large number of consonant clusters, many of which have not yet come into focus. Benedict (1975:171–8, 1990:71–8) has reconstructed about 20 clusters, all composed of stops plus liquids
1990:71–8) has reconstructed about 20 clusters, all composed of stops plus liquids except for one nasal plus liquid, in addition to the nasal–increment type which comprises both homorganic nasal plus single consonant clusters and homorganic nasal plus the above–described clusters. The AA evidence indicates that sibilant plus liquid clusters also existed and possibly that affricate and laryngeal clusters occurred. The laryngeal type is found throughout AA, although often the reflex of non–laryngeal clusters, and less frequently in mainland AT, but apparently not at all in AN. Certain irregular correspondences, such as AT **bi(n)tuqan, Kharia tErgan, Katu saur, Loven ptuur ‘star’, suggest the presence of still other clusters.

4.3 The Proto–Austric Morphological System

At present, it appears that the Proto–Austric and PAA morphological systems were virtually identical with three exceptions. The third class of prefixes may not yet have become totally nasalized, infixes may not yet have developed, and the infixed suffix may not yet have appeared.

If this analysis is correct, and this remains to be seen, then the morphological system of PAT as thus far reconstructed by Benedict would have to be regarded as already having undergone massive changes which had reduced the complexity of the earlier system and produced a more rigid word structure in which many of the affixes were already incorporated into the word stem and presumably morphosyntactically defunct. This progressive state of developmental affairs is also incongruous in view of the chronology, etc., discussed in Sec. 4.1 above. The trek continues.

5. Conclusion

The empirical evidence presented in the preceding pages makes an overwhelming case for the conclusion that AA and AT do share partial correspondence indicative of common origin. Borrowing by AA, especially from the substratumized AT group postulated by Benedict, is the less likely explanation for that correspondence’s existence. It cannot be denied that AA has borrowed from AT, perhaps extensively and certainly over a very long period of time, but the demonstrated linkage between them in the areas of phonology, morphology, lexicology, and diachronic development is of such nature that it seems best explained by inheritance. It should, of course, be emphasized that the findings presented here represent only a beginning to the enormous tasks of reconstructing PAA, comparing it formally with PAT, and reconstructing their common ancestor.

In closing, it is now abundantly clear that in his assessment of the AA/AT relationship, Benedict was oceanic in being wide of the mark. Not only do AA and AT share a congruency in overall configuration, but there is also massive evidence of a shared core vocabulary, only a small part of which has been displayed here. But if I have come to bruise Benedict for error in his evaluation of the Austric hypothesis, I cannot depart without also acknowledging the merit of his contribution in reconstructing AT and the gigantic debt this study owes that accomplishment. Although his views on the AT stock have not been so graciously
corroborate the general accuracy and insight of his comparative analysis. And one fact seems above all certain: without Benedict's pioneering work on AT, it is most probable that this reconstruction would hardly have been thinkable, much less feasible, for a long time to come.
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